LEARNER’S MINDSET
A GENERAL curiously pursues new experiences and ideas to develop, learn, and contribute as global citizens; while also embracing their core values and opportunities to progress through the cycle of learning, failure, growth, and reflection with integrity.

CRITICAL THINKING
A GENERAL deliberately and consistently investigates to expand and improve the quality of one's own thinking by embracing the process of analyzing, assessing, and reconstructing information to propose solutions that are mindful to the impact they may have on other parts of a system.

COLLABORATION & COMMUNICATION
A GENERAL articulates thoughts and ideas in a professional manner; effectively using oral, written, and nonverbal skills in a variety of ways and actively listens to feedback, acknowledges inputs, and responds appropriately. A GENERAL elicits diverse perspectives to make meaning and when appropriate takes collective action.

ADAPTABILITY & FLEXIBILITY
A GENERAL demonstrates awareness and a willingness to change course and acts by reflecting on options while keeping her/his ultimate goal in mind.

EMPATHY
A GENERAL demonstrates awareness, sensitivity, concern, fairness, and respect to connect with others' perspectives, feelings, opinions, experiences, and cultures.